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ABSTRACT

MULTI FAN is used to assess possible changes in the growth
of juvenile spiny dogfish sampled during spring cruise surveys
in the Northwest Atlantic. Four-year period runs starting at
1968-1971 'are made. Growth is shown not to ~ary significantly
between sexes during the juvenile stage (i.e., up toage ten),
and pooled length frequency data sets are'consequentl~u~ed in
the analyses. The growth rate is shown to increasc from the'
first period (1968-1971) to the, third period (1976-1979) and
then decrease to the last period considered (1988-1990). The
hypothesis that these changes were density-dependent is tested.
Except for age two, mean lengthsat ages one'through five are
signiticantly corre1ated with mea~ number of,j~veniles per tow.

Elasmobranchs lack the ca1cified structures common1y used
for aging teleosts, such a~ scales and ototi ths. Even when
dorsal spines are present, as in the spiny dogfish, or, vertebral
centra are weIl ca1cified for aging purposes, traditiona1 and
contemporary methods of ,validation are often not app1icab1e.
Thus, age and growth studies have been done for several species
of elasmobranchs utilizing length frequency, analysis, captivity
records, tag returns, tooth rep1acement rates, tetracycline
injection, 0and back ca1culation and growth model parameters
(Hoenig, 1979; Cailliet et a1., 1983; Cailliet et ale ~ 1986,
and; Cailliet, 1990).

"Ana1ysesof spiny dogfish °age and growth have been
preserited worldwide (Kaganovskaia, 1933 for the Northwest
Pacific; Bonham et al~, 1949, Ketchen, 1975,0 and McFarlane and
Beamish, 1985 for the Northeast Pacific; Aasen, 1963; Holden and
Meadows, 1962, arid Fahy, 1989 for the Northeast Atlantic, and;
Templeman; 1944, Soldat, 1982,' Slauson, 1982, and Nammack, 1982
for the Northwest Atlantic); These authors aged fish by counting
annu1i in dorsal spines,. except for Templeman ,(1944) who
calculated the growth rate of mature fernales from differences in
length between females dt known stages of pregnaricy. Also,the
problems of val idation of age determination from spines are
discussed by these and other' authors (e.g. Jones and Geen,
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1977~; Beamish and McFariane~ 1985, ärid; Tucker, 1985)~
Beamish arid McFarlane (1985L' interpreting arinuli from

sp~ny dogfish ,t~at were injected with oxytetracycline and
recaptured, demonstrated that some previous studies ,liave
underestimated the, age of the speciesi resultirig in a
misunderstariding cif important life history parameters.
, Fahy (1989) calculated the. growth parameters of spiny

dogfish in the Southwest Ireland. Results of ttiis work compared
weIl with .those otitained by nolden and Meadows', (1962). .

Elasmobranchs .ingeneral~ arid spinydogfish in,particular,
are, long-lived·animals. This, fact makes the use of length-based
mettiods .in thoestimatiori of growth parametersinappropriäte~
due to thc expected overlap, of the modal' Iengths of larger,
o1der, individuals. Nevertbe1ess, tlie method .has been used in
the past for aga verification or, validation on spiny dogfish
(Bonham et al.; 1949; Ketchen, 1975, and; Jories arid Geen, 1977b)
arid ori mariY,other clasmobranch species (01seri~1954 on thc blue
sbark: Pratt and Casey~ 1983 on the,shortfin mako; Brander and 1

Pa1mer, 1985 on skates;Si1va, 1988 on the kitefiri shark;
Skarna1; 1990 on thc b1ue shark)~,Again, Cai11iet (1990) gives an
extensive literature review of this topie. .

The objectives of this studyare thrce-foid: (1) to explore
thc possibility of utilizing lerigth frequency data in the
analysis of growth of the.Northwest Atlantic populatioriof spiny
dogfish; (2) to use 1Emgth-:based inethods to check thEi,validity
of thegrowth studios dona by Slauson (1982); Soldat (1982) and'
Nammack (1982) in the area, and;(3) consistently use the same
method to examina possib1e variations in the growth rate of
juveniles in this popu1atiori~

'J<, -'I. -, ,. _. .. ••

MATERIAL AND METHOnS

. Length frequency däta were collected fro~ 1968 to 1990 bY
the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS), Woods Hole,
Massachusetts, during the spring offshore bottom" trawl surveys.
These survcys, conducted annually,from Noya Scotia to Cape
Hatterasi ,are based .on a stratified random '. sampling . design
(NEFC, 19B8)~ Stratified inean number per tow at each.centimeter
length group, for. sexes conmined, . were . extr~ct~d ~rom the
NEFC/WHOI (Northeast Fisheries Center/Woods Hole Oceanographic
lnsti tution) VAX computers using SURVAN (Grouridfish Survey

. Analysis Pr~gram),', , ., . .' .. , ~ '"
This. information is also available for sexes separated

sirice 1982 but; in order to keep the analysis consistent through
thc whole period starting in 1968; only data for sexescombined
were used. A plot of the frequoncy data for all. omi centimeter
lengtb-groups i8 shoWri in Figiire. 1~ In this plot, a number of
modesof varying coritrast are apparent 'up ,ta about60
centimeters~ Afteri two larger modes can be distlnguished. Tbe
first orie 1s centered at 75to 85 centimeters arid represents the
male and immature femalc component ofthe populationi while the
other one is ccritered at 85 to 95 centimeters ärid represents the
female componerit. This study is focused upon ttie juve~il~
component of thc population, requiring thc extraction ofonly
those juveniles from the.length frequency data. In orderto do
tliat, length freqUency, for ,each year was broken through the
minimUm betwecri 55 and 65 centimeters, and eill fiah larger than
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Figure 1. Spiny dogfish stratified mean number per tow at each centimeter
length-group for the period 1968-1990. Data are from sexes combined.

the minima were excluded from the analysis.
MULTIFAN (Fournier et al., 1990) was the method used in the

estimation of the growth parameters and age compositionof the
juvenile spiny dogfish. MULTIFAN is a robust likelihood-based
method which simultaneously analyzes multiple length frequency
data sets. This method performs hypothesis tests to compare
between different ~odels for fitting the data. This way the
number of significant age classes which are present in the
length frequencies are estimated.

MULTI FAN has several advantages compared to other length
frequency methods such as SRLCA (Sheperd, 1987) and ELEFAN I
(Pauly and David, 1981). SRLCA has been shown to perform better
than ELEFAN I (Basson et al. 1988). Terceiro et al. (1990) have
compared the performance of MULTIFAN and SRLCA by applying the
two methods to Gulf of Main northern shrimp length frequency
samples and concluded that MULTIFAN offered a much more complex .
but powerful·· estimation technique, consistently performing
better than SRLCA in matching the true patterns of recruitment,
proportion at age, and mean length at age.

The log-likelihood function employed .in MULTIFAN is
(Fournier'et al., 1990):
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If relative abundance data is included in the est!mation
procedure the quantity:

Is subtracted from the log-likelihood furictiori;
Where:

Subscript indexing the length frequency iritervals.
Subscript indexing the age classes.
Subscript indexing the length frequency data sets~

Value of,a relative abundance'index in year i~

Number of age classes present in the data sets.
NUIDber of length frequency data sets.
Number of length iritervals iri each length frequericy data
set. '., , ", , . " .
Penalty weight term reflectirig how, ~ell the predicted
relative abundance fits thc true relative abundance~
One,cif the possible number of age classes j in year i (Nj1)~

Probability that, a fish picked at random from the fish
which composed the,ath length frequency data set. has a
length lying in length interval ,i.
Proportion of, fish in the a th length frequency data set
having a length lying in'length interval i.
Parameters determining the overall variance of the sarnpiirig
errors in the a th lerigth frequency data set. .
Parameters determining .the relative variances of the
sampling errors within the a th length frcqUency data set.

In order to run MuLTIFAN some compromise had to be made
between the necessary confidence in thC resul ts, 'which increases
wi th increased number of, annual samp1E:~s in each analysis (up, to
five in the version of MULTIFAN used); arid,the resolution of the
resul ts in terms of possible changing trends in the growth rates,
for each period~ Further, in order to optimize the analysis of
density-dependent growth~, the. periods should correspond to
periods of high and low abundance. After some initial runs a
choice of four-year runs was made, starting wi th the period
1968-1971 and ending with the period 1988-1990, for a total,of
aix analyses~ Also, tlie comparison of the, results from the
anc:l1yses required that ,the methods and the options with!Il
MULTIFAN beconsistent~ The following choices were made for each
four-year analysis: (1) ,only thc first mode in each year,was
se1ected to initialize the searchin the model setup; (2) four
initial guesses, of the von ,Bertalanffy K were made (0~025,
O. 050 ~ 0 ~075; and 0 ~ 100), and;. (3) seven guesses ,were made about
thenuIDber of age c1asses in the length frequency samples. Two
other searches were then made: a systematic active search of the
standard deviations around thc mean lengths,at aga; arid a search
allowirig von Bertalanffy, K to vary out of the initial parameter
space. ,The latter allowed an active search for the best estimate
cif, K~ Also, .the runs ware made by invoking the survey sarnple
parameterization.., . ,

Pooling length frequEmcy data for the two sexes requires
that no differerices exist between the mean lengths at agewithi~
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the.leri~tti-~ioups co~sider~d~·,~ean l~ngths~tage ~s~sti~aied
by different authors suggestthat,no diff~rences exist,between
thetwo sexes in the area (Soldat, 1982; Namniack~ 1982)~ arid
elsewhere (e.g. Holderi and Meadows, 1962, arid Fahy, 1988 in the
Northe~st Atlantic; K~tchen, 1975 in the Nor~hea~t Pacific)~
However, tliis was never statistically in~pected. In order to
check the v~lidity of the methöd proposed iri this study, least
squares nonlinear regression of the observed lengths on the
estimated a~es from Nammack were performed for each sex~ The von
Bert~lanffy growth equation:

was used;
Wheie:
tAge in Years. ,
Lt Length of tlie fish (iri cm) at age t.
L. Asymptotic length~

K Brody growth coefficieni~
t o Theoretical age at zero length.

, Then, the nuil-hypothesisthat,itie m~le and female s~mpies,
for each age-group, came from populations having the same me~n

was tested. Non-parametric~ M~nn-Whitriey's tests were performed
(Sokai and Rohlf, 1981)~. .' "..' ' .

. . Recomputation of Nainmack'g (Naininack~ 1982) and Soldat's
(Soldat, 1982) spinYdogfish von Bertalanffy growth parameters
weredone by regressing the annual increments at lerigth against
initial length, ·from (Gulland, 1983):

Le+T-L e= (L.:.-L e) [l-exp (-KT)]

Where T is the length of the time interval (set to one in tliis
case), and all the other symbols are as in the equation above.

Then, t o was estimated from:
~ ,

to=t+..!ln L..-Le
K L..

The estimated parameters were ttien used as inputs for a
least squares nonlinear regression ieestimation. , ,

Only lengths at juvenile ages (i.e., ages zero through six)
were used in the p~rameter estimatioris, L. and K,being allowed
to take any values out of tlie biologically reasonable
tioundaries~ This techniquewas used in order to make the results
comparabl~. The actual observations were used to recompute
Narnmack's,(1982) growth paramet~rs estimatioriand observed m~~n
lengths atage to Soldat~s (1982). This author's samples were
collected from the southern Scotia~. ShE:!lf to Cape Hatteras
during,a cöop~rative USA-USSR bottom tr~wl sürvey in February
March 1978. Nammack's samples were collected,in.th~Southern New
Erigland area~ during April-May 1980 (over90%) and 1981, from
the NEFC spririg offshore bottom tr~wl surveYs. Though Namniack
used also samples collected elsewhere~ in other periods,of the
ye~r, o~ly thea~e estimates from the sampies referred ahcive
were included in the recomputation. . .

In order to correct for the two months time delay between
the periods when Nammack's (1982) and Soldat's (1982) samples
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werecollected all" spiny, dogfish ages t froin SOldat were
re~ssigned ~s age~ ,t.-,O.167. Furtber~ all age~e~tim~ted b~
Soldat were reduced","'by--' one, -year" due 'to the apparent
inisinterpretation of the time of birth. , ' ,

The growth curves estimated by Slauson (1982) were not
used 'in the analysis for two reascins. Firstly, no information on
the mean .lengths at age is given, which prohibits the
recomputation,of the growth parameters. Secondly, ,the sampies
were collected during a l~rge period cif time (i.e~; from 1976 to
1981), but no information is presented about tbe relative sampie
sizes which does not a1low an estimate cf the mean sampling'
time •

. ' In order.tc ccimp~re the growth curves from Nammack (1982)
and Soldat (1982) with the MULTIFAN e~timates, and given the
different time seales considered in, eacharicilysis (i .e.; tbe
time lag between the sampies from Narnmack and Soldat is two
~ears and.doei notcoincide with thc yea~s included iri any of
the analysis performcd in this study) ~ imcither rUri was done
usirig MULTIFAN with length frequenc~ samples'from 1978 to 1980 .
The same setup choices were made in this riin~ except for the
parameterization as uristructured sampies instead of survey
sampies . .

Density-dependence was analyzed by performing correlation
analyses between meciri nUmber of juveniles (for the same sizes
included in the arialyses of growth) in ea'eh periodand, the '
respective mecirilengths at, age. A nori-parametric, correlation
test, Keridall's rank ccrrelaticin, was used (Scika1 and Rohlf,
1981). .

/" ."
RESULTS

Validation cf the Method

,Results ofthe analy~i~ of~piny ~cigfis~ grciwth risin~ the
estimäted lengths at age from Nammack,are sUmmarized in Table 1
cind Figura 2. Males and females have distinct growth parameters
with the females reaching largar sizes, as iridicated by the
largerk, which thei approach a.tlowerrates of growth (K) •
Nevertheless, tha mean lengths of"both sexes ,up to at least aga
ten are very similar;Results from the application of Mann-

Table 1. Von Bertalanffy growth parameters from estimated
lengths at age by Nammack.

L.

Males 8L32
Females 100.34

K

0.1578
0;1128

-2~4523

-2;5520

N

479
958

0~9598

0.9614

Whitne~'stests cf the null-hypcithesis (Iio ) 'that the maie ~md
female sarnples come f~oin populations having,the same mean are
presentedin Table 2; Ho is rejected if the, test statistic i5, too
la~ge~ ,As expected, Ho was not rejected up tci äge ten (P > O~05),
strongly suggesting tbat thegrowth of juvEmilescan ,bEi pooled.
The larger sizes ,of ,the females is reflected by the negative
values of the test statistics after age 9~

~
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Figure 2. Plean observed lengths at age (obs) and fitted von Bertalanffy
growth curves (pred) from sampies collected on spring 1980 and 1981. Males
(PI) and fema1es (F) shown (data from Nammack).

Tab1e 2. Resu1ts of Mann-Whitney's tests of differences betveen the mean
lengths at age ([i). Average ranks (AR) and numbers (N) for males (PI) and
females (F) are snown. Test statistics (Z) and probabl11ties (P) are also
shown.

A~ AR.. NM N.. Z P

Lo 77.839 77.093 84 70 0.1035 0.9176
L• 37.597 42.012 36 43 -0.8599 0.3898• L2 40.427 37.375 41 36 0.5964 0.5509
L3 27.531 27.455 32 22 0.0089 0.9929
L4 35.109 31.985 32 34 0.6561 0.5117
L, 29.227 22.571 22 28 1. 5997 0.1097
L6 23.292 22.667 24 21 0.1485 0.8819
L1 14.875 15.917 12 18 -0.2972 0.7663
Le 15.763 15.046 19 11 0.1944 0.8458
Lg 11.818 13.929 11 14 -0.6880 0.4914
L10 7.000 10.214 4 14 -1.0126 0.3113
Lu 6.667 11. 539 6 13 -1. 7255 0.0844
L12 3.200 12.429 5 14 -3.1152 0.0018
L13 • < - 2 < 0.01

MULTIFAN Analyses

Results of X2 tests on the increments of the twice the 10g-
like1ihood functions from the models picked as best candidates
are presented in Table 3. All the increments are accepted at the
0.9 probability level. At the 0.95 probability level the fit

7
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Table 3. Results of X2 tests (a values) on the Increments of the twice the
log~likelihood function values (L) chosen as best candidates in each four
year period since 1968. .

L
a

df

68-71

2972.87
< 0.001

1

72-75

2909.38
0~024

1

76-79

2930.76
< 0.001

1

80-83

2912.86
0.077

1

84-87

3112.41
< 0.001

4

88-90

2183.92
0.002

1

•

eci~~esponding to the 1980-1983 period .is, howeve~, rejected.
Similarly, aetive searehes of. K· beyond the initial parameter
spaee led to the estimates of the von Bertalanffy K and L. growth
pa~ameters given in Table 4. Sinee only juveniles were seleeted
for this study, and von Bertalanffy growth eurves. were fit
through the Iength frequeney modes, the values cif L. and Kare
meaningless in absolute te~ms.

Table .4. Von Bertalanffy growth parameters K and L in' each four- year period
co~sidered in the anaUses. Mean lengths at ag~ (Li) arid thc respective
standard deviations (SDi) are also
presented.

68-71 72-75 76-79

L,;. 274~6 161.8 367.3.
K .0.023 0.048 0.019
t o -4.85 -4.01 -4.25

,Lo 29.28 28.45 28~67

SOo 2.41 ,1.98 1.91
.LI 34.91 34.74 35.10

SOl 2~35 2.14 ,2.03
L2 40.42 40.73 41.40

S02 ,2.29 2.30 2.15
Ll 45.79 46.44 47~58

SOl 2~23 2.46 2.28
L4 51.04 51.88 53.63

SO. 2.18 2.62 , 2.41
L5 56~18 57.06 59.59

SO:; 2.13 2.79 2.55
L6 61.19

SD6 2.08
L7

SD7

80-83

.72.1
0.196
-3.21

33.72
,5.03
40.56

4.38
46.17

3.91
50.78
3.56

54.58
3.30

57.69
3.10

84-87 88-90

92.5 100.1
0.105 0.077
-3.51 -4.24

28.46 27.84
"2.32 2.30

34'.83 33.18
2.06 2~34

40.56 38~13

1.84 2.39
45.72 42~71

1.67 2~43

50.37 46.95
1.53 2.46

54.56 50~88

1.41 2.50
58.33 54.52

1.31 2.53
57~89

2.56

, . it is apparent~ from Tab1e ,4, that .tlie mimber ofage groups
increased in the three last periods corisidered in the ana1yses, .
eonsequently decreasing the mean lengths at age. In 1980~1983
ages zero and one show a larger over1ap,most1y in 1981 and
1983. This resu1 ted in. the mode corresponding tciage .. one b~üng
the first mode detected; and its.meän length probablY·slightly
Underestimated, which justifies the rejection of this fit ät the
0.95 probability level. .

. Figure. 3 presents the von Be~talanffy, growthcurves, as
estimated in the present studY. A slight increase in the
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Flgure 3. Mean lengths at age for different periods, predicted by fitting von
Bertalanffy growth curves using MULTIFAN.

relative growth rate is apparent from the first period (1968
1971) tri the second period (1972-1975). Then, the relative
growth rate increases even further to the third period. During
the two periods analyzed from 1980 to 1987 the relative growth
rates exhibit some stationarity. Final1y, in the last period
considered the growth rate shows a considerable decrease~

Growth Comparisons

, In order to compare the performance of MULTIFAN with the
performance of aging by direct methods, namely with the results
from Nammack (1982) and Soldat (1982), a run was done using
MULTIFAN with length frequency data from 1978 to 1980.

The comparative results of the recomputed growth parameters
and observed mean lengths at age from the two aforementioned
authors are presented in Table 5 arid Figure4. The parameter
values and mean lengths at age, as predicted by MULTIFAN, are
also presented •..Though the growth curve recomputed from Soldat
(1982) clearly approaches a lower asymptote and exhibits a

Table 5. Comparative von Bertalanffy growth parameters and mean lengths at
age as predicted from MULTIFAN, with data from 1978-1980, and fromNammack's
(1982) and Soldat's (1982) data after recomputatlon~

NAMMACK
SOLDAT
78-80

L.

132.7
86.3

172.5

K

0.063 -3.61
0.125, -3.19
0~041 -4.46

27.0 33.5 39.5 45.2 50.5 55.5 60.3
28.3 35.1 41.1 46.4 51.1 55.2 58.9
28.9 34.7 40.3 45.6 50.7 55.6 60.4
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Figure 4. Mean lengths at age predicted by fitting von Bertalanffy growth
curves to Nammack's (1982) (data from 1980 and 1981) and S01dat's (1982)
(data from 1978) spiny dogfish juvenile mean lengths. The predicted mean
lengths at age as estimated from this study in the period 1978 to 1980 is
also shown. .

larger growth rate than the growth curve recomputed from
Nammack' s data, the differences between the predicted mean
lengths of juveniles are clearly very small (in the order of 1.5
cm for ages zero through two, and age six). Further, the
predicted mean lengths from MULTIFAN compare very weIl wi th both
growth curves. .

tt Analyses of Density-Dependence

Gi"en the apparerit changes in the growth rates of the
juveniles since 1968, the hypothesis that these changes may be
densi ty-dependentshould be analyzed. Given the segregat i ve
behavior of this species, with adult males and females as weIl
as juveniles making their one schoolsi the indices of abundance
against which the mean lengths at age should be analyzed for
testing the validity of this hypothesis are the abundance of
juveniles. A plot of the mean lengths at ages one through five
in each of the six periods considered, as weIl as the respective
mean numbers per tow, are shown in Figure 5. It is apparent from
the analysis of this figure that: (1) there is a negative
correlation between the mean lengths at each age and the indices
of abundance, and; (2) the density-dependerice signal is
amplified for larger ages. (1) suggests the existence of
density-dependence, and (2) results from the cumulative effect
of density-dependence throughout the different "cohorts"
considered.

Results from a Kendall's rank correlation analysis are

10 .
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Figure 5. Mean lengths at age as estimated from MULTIFAN and mean number of
juveniles per tow in each four year period starting in 1968 to 1971.

gi ven in· Table 6. Both the correlation coefficients and the
significance levels at which these coefficients are accepted,
for sampies of size six, are shown in the correlation matrix.

Mean lengths at age two are not significantly correlated
with mean numher per tow (~ = -0.552; a > 0.1). Significant
negative correlations are found for ages one and three (~ = 
0.733; a < 0.05), and ages four and five (~ = - 0.867; a «
0.05).

Table 6. Kendall's rank correlation matrix of mean number of juveniles per
tow (R) and predicted mean lengths at age (Li) • The rank correlation
coefficients and (signi fi cance levels), for sampies of size six, are
presented.

N LI L2 L3 L4 Ls

N 1.000 -.733 -.552 -.733 -.867 -.867
(1. 000) ( .039) ( .126) ( .039) ( .015) ( .015)

LI -.733 1.000 .414 .467 .600 .600
( .039) (1. 000) ( .251) ( .189) ( .091) ( .091)

L2 -.552 .414 1.000 .828 .690 .690
( .126) ( .251) (1. 000) ( .022) ( .056) ( .056)

L3 -.733 .467 .828 1.000 .867 .867
( .039) ( .189) ( .022) (1. 000) ( .015) ( .015)

L4 -.867 ~600 .690 .867 1.000 1.000
( .015) ( .091) ( .056) ( .015) ( 1.000) ( .005)

Ls -.867 .600 .690 .867 1.000 1.000
( .015) ( .091) ( .056) ( .015) ( .005) ( 1.000)
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DISCUSSION

Tilis techllique of extracting oilIY juvenile iengths from the
whole length frequency data sets for growth analysis using
MULTI FAN, while not allowing for the estimation of growth for
the whole life~span of a population, is an alternative to aging
elasrnobranchs from hard structures (i.e., spines and vertebrae)
when the growth bands are rinclear in. those structures ~ Even when
spines and/or vertebrae can be used for aging purposes, as in
the present ciäse, this technique can ei ther be used. as a
validation method or in tlie assessmentofchanges in growthover
a large period of time. Alternative methods for the analysis of
length frequencies (e~g~ ELEFAN änd SRLCA) ,are 1esB robust if
this technique is ,to be used, given that L. becomes an input
parameter and the lack of length frequencies,between the larger
length used and the values guessed for, ~decreases precision
(Silva, unpublished analyses)~ On ,the other hand, if the whofe
lEmgth frequency is to.be,used, the analyses .become too noisy
arid the models will tend to maxima out of realistic parameter
space. '. "

The comparisonof the, ,estimated ages from .the growtli
analyses using MULTIFAN with these estimated fromNammack (1982)
indicates that only some juvenile ages (uP. to eight ages, in
1988-1990) were included in thc analyses~ This suggests, that
juvenile lengths at ages greater than severi .överlap with the
adultrnale and pre-adult female modes, i~e., the first large
mode in the length frequencies (Figure 1). ' .' '"

There seems tC,be no apparent reasori why age two should, not
grow, densi ty-dependently when ages one and tliree do exhibit
densi ty-dependent growth. These resu! ts do however suggest,
together witli the analysis of Figure5, that density-dependence
iricreases towards larger ages. This would mean that though most
of tlie prey items are sharedbetween all juvenile age groups~
the younger ,spiny dogfish will also havean. intra-cohort
competition which decreases in favor of,a stronger intra-life
stage competition as tliey approach äge four~

Nammack (1982) performed ä cluster. analysis of size (in 5
cm length-groups) by diet~ As a result of this analysis six
separate feeding size-classes ef dogfiSh were detected: 21~30
cm; 31-35 em; 36-55 cm; 56-65 cm; 66-100 ,crn; and 101';"110 .cm~
These classes cari be assigned tö respectively ages: 0;,1; 2-3-4
5; 6-7~8; arid >8. for ,the two larger size-classes(Figure 2).
lnterestingly, the higher index of similarityamong the 36-55 cm
feeding size-class is between the 36-40crn (age-2) and the 46-50
cm(age-4) length-groups. The similarity than decreases for tlie
4l~45 cm (äge-3) length-group and it decreases even further for
the 51-55 cm(age-S) length-~rorip. .' ,.'
. . This indicates that the' resul ts from an analysis. cif
d€msi ty-deperidence . cän be strongly, influenced by the feeding
behavior of the populätion under study, in particular' by' the
possible segregation intod1fferent life-stages which,will tend
to feed on distinct ,prey items (See Nikolskii~.1969, and
Weatherleyand'Gill# 1987 on this subject)~ Thus, the different

. carryirig capaci ties . of eai:h life-stage. will reCiuire that an
individual analysis beperformed. for each graupe ...'

This is a first study showing the existence of,density
dependent growth in an elasmobranch population~ Though several
studies have shciwed growtli not to be density-dependent in some
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fish populations (e~g., Hempel, 1955 in the North Sea adult
plaice; LeCreri, 1958 in perch in Windermere; Gulland; 1970; ,and
Jones and,Hislop, 1978 in the North Sea haddock, and; Holden,
1978 in other fish species inthe North Seal, many other studies
have,demonstrated that growth varies in a density-dependentway
(EI-Zarka, 1959.and, Eshenroder ~ 197,7 in ye1low perch in Saginaw
Bay; Wells; 1977 in,iellowperch in Lake Michigan; lIes, 1968 in
North Sea herring; Pitt, 1975 intheGrand Barik Ainerican plaice;
Peterman, ,1984 in early,ocean life of sockeye salmon; Valiela,
1984 iri herring in the Gulf of St.,Lawrence).
, , The Northwest Atlantic Population of spiny dogfish was at
high, densi ty, during the Period of thls stridy (Murawski and
Almeida, 1990) which ~ay.explain the clear correlatlon between
most lengths at agesand indices of abundance~ The North Sea
populations öf plaice and haddock suggestly did not show marked
responses 'in growth to the increase in abundance from the pre
to the postwar perlods dueto tlieir .aburidances considerably
below the carrying capacity of the North Sea (Gulland, 1970; ,and
Jones and Hislop; 1978). Similarly, Aritliony and Fogarty (1985),
found growth to be density-deperiderit~ in the Atlantic herring,
only during time ,periods wlien abundance was high~ and the same
was observed tiy Rossand Almeida (1986) for the silver,hake in
the Gulf of Main. When aburidance was low, ,in ,both studies,
growth became correlated,with water temperatrire. Ross and Nelson
(in press); also found higlier correlations britween growtli,rates
of yellowtiÜI flourider, and haddock~ on Geoges, Bank, during
Periods of high stock abundance than at times when'stocks were
depleted.

. .,
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